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today’s itinerary



One night in 2005



There’s more.



CROSSROADS
from a comfortable path to



How can graphic designers make  
a big difference?  

What role can we play in the future?



GOVTDESIGN



DESIGN GOVT



CALL TO 
ADVENTURE



shit got real



2 years
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What are the 
boundaries of 
design?

http://web.pdx.edu/~mphelan/intro_page_Eames.html
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What are the 
boundaries of 
problems?

http://web.pdx.edu/~mphelan/intro_page_Eames.html




Problems v. Opportunities

problem solving 

reactive

opportunity making 

proactive
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What are the 
boundaries of 
opportunities?

http://web.pdx.edu/~mphelan/intro_page_Eames.html


OPPORTUNITY 
MAKING

from problem solving  

to

catalyst    mindset



Theodore Roosevelt — 

Far and away the best prize that 
life has to offer is the chance to 
work hard at Work Worth Doing. 

a firm in Toronto





How do you build a business 
focused on greening houses? 

+ Get funding 
+ Change minds 
+ Reach “customers” 
+ Make the prototype



MORE
QUESTIONS
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http://www.cihm.leeds.ac.uk/document_downloads/REDPAPER02TransformationDesign.pdf


Peter MacLeod (at work!)  
Principal and Co-founder, MASS LBP 

http://vimeo.com/53548860
http://masslbp.com/journal.php
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http://www.cihm.leeds.ac.uk/document_downloads/REDPAPER02TransformationDesign.pdf


How do  
we prepare  
the next  
generation  
of innovators?

Kaospilot



How do we measure the  
health of democracy?

Everyday Democracy Index

How do we engage the public  
in issues that affect them

MASS LBP + Involve

How do you we reimagine  
public services?

Participle

?



HOW DO YOU 
BEGIN TO 
ANSWER THESE 
QUESTIONS?



technical clear clear authority

adaptive requires 
learning

requires  
learning

stakeholders

Technical v. Adaptive challenges

kind of  
challenge

problem  
definition

solution locus  
of work

ADAPTED FROM: THE PRACTICE OF ADAPTIVE LEADERSHIP: TOOLS AND TACTICS FOR CHANGING YOUR ORGANIZATION AND THE WORLD

http://www.amazon.com/Practice-Adaptive-Leadership-Changing-Organization/dp/1422105768/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1321298046&sr=8-1


THESE 
CHALLENGES 
ARE 
EVERYWHERE

they’re not always labeled wicked



Web design project XYZ 
Identity project XYZ 
Brand project XYZ

technical challenge



How will our company fulfill  
its purpose and be relevant  
to our customers?

adaptive challengetechnical challenge

Web design project XYZ 
Identity project XYZ 
Brand project XYZ



ADAPTIVE 
CHALLENGES

from technical challenges  

to

catalyst    mindset



ideas



ideas            need nurturers



Washington D.C. 
January 2009



Washington D.C. 
January 2009
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http://www.designpolicy.org/usdp/policy-proposals.html


The Design Necessity

SOURCE: FEDERAL DESIGN ASSEMBLIES

https://archive.org/details/designnecessityc00cher




design by default
the nemesis



design by default
+ To what’s safe  
+ To what we know 
+ To how we’ve always done things 
+ To our assumptions 
+ To the status quo



cities, states, products, 
services, companies,  
web sites, careers, lives, 
and many, many, many 
more things are designed 
by default. every day.



let’s fix it.



let’s design a poster  
or a web site

one design approach:



let’s mount a campaign 
against designing by 
default

or a marketing approach:

military language intended



but who is designing  
by default?



people



A barrier to overcome

ADAPTED FROM: THE HAPPINESS HYPOTHESIS: FINDING MODERN TRUTH IN ANCIENT WISDOM BY JONATHAN HAIDT 

Jonathan Haidt  Researches morals and decision-making in politics 

“If I could nominate one candidate for “biggest obstacle to world peace 
and social harmony,” it would be naive realism [Each of us thinks we see 
the world directly, as it really is.] because it is so easily ratcheted up 
from the individual to the group level: My group is right because we see 
things as they are.”

http://www.amazon.com/Happiness-Hypothesis-Finding-Modern-Ancient/dp/0465028020/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8


technical challenge

designer as problem solver

designer as catalyst

adaptive challenge

What role can I play in: 

+ Understanding people’s hopes  
and fears? 

+ Forging common ground between people? 

+ Transforming people’s beliefs and 
attitudes? 

+ Shaping people’s behavior and 
conversation?

+ Creating a web site 
+ Creating an identity 
+ Campaign tactics



DESIGN AS  
THE MEANS

from design as the end result  

to

catalyst    mindset







A journey

ADAPTED FROM: DAVID’S ROSE’S RECEPTIVITY GRADIENT / PERSONAL CONVERSATION WITH MEREDITH DAVIS (NC STATE COLLEGE OF DESIGN)

7

the stages relative to this study

Not ready to hear and learn: Citizens are closed or unmotivated due to indiffer-
ence or lack of awareness. If indifferent, they may not see the value in under-
standing the issue because: 1) they may not understand it due to expert jargon 
or simplified context (i.e. news); 2) the issue could seem irrelevant because the 
problem has no immediate consequence; 3) Citizens may think they have no 
agency in changing the situation due to its complexity or shrouded politics. 
If Citizens are unaware of the issue, it hasn’t found them, perhaps because of 
political battles or an absent public education campaign preclude awareness.

Ready to hear or learn: Citizens gather information about an issue, recognizing 
the value in learning more, although interest could vary.

Ready to hold an opinion: Citizens gathered sufficient information to under-
stand an issue’s relevance and the long and short term consequences. They 
study multiple perspectives and consider which ones align best with their  
value system. 

Have an opinion: Citizens make value judgements, choosing opinions based  
on the sum of their perspectives. This opinion correlates to how they would  
like to see the future develop.

Have an opinion and ready to act: Citizens’ opinion powers their plan for action 
based on a sense of agency. Plans are made to ensure that the issue’s outcome 
matches the desired outcome.

Act on an opinion: Citizens execute a plan to achieve the desired outcome.  
The action’s outcome either reinforces values and therefore decisions, or causes 
him/her to reconsider the choice.

Become an advocate for the position: Citizens actively recruit others to join 
their position.

fig 01 David Rose’s Receptivity Gradient

Not ready to 
hear and learn

Ready to hear 
and learn

Ready to hold
an opinion

Have an 
opinion

Have an 
opinion and 
ready to act

Act on an
opinion

Advocates for
the position

How can designers facilitate a journey towards  
understanding, vision, and action?



Catalysts use design methods to

align self  
and shared 
interest 
to nurture 
motivation

+ Ethnography and design 
research methods 

+ Empathy 

+ Workshops 

+ Opportunities for 
conversation

compel  
contributions 
to inspire action

+ Platforms and channels 
for ideas and feedback 

+ Genuine partnership 

+ Experiences 

+ Opportunities for 
involvement

a starter list

form  
with intent 
to shape the future

+ Brand Standards and  
HR practices 

+ Uncovering and 
committing to behavior 
that shapes the future 

+ Videos, purpose 
statements, more 

+ Bringing everything 
together

+ Prototypes 

+ Sketches 

+ Storytelling 

+ Visualizations 

+ Making things real

clarify  
ideas 
to create meaning 



DESIGN WITH 
INTENT

from design by default  

to

catalyst    mindset



sidebar  
a brief history



The first internet revolution — access 

people find choice

INFORMATION



The second internet revolution — create 

people find a voice

INFORMATION

BLOG CONTENT



Today’s internet revolution — connect 

people find each other



User-centric v. Community-centric design

ADAPTED FROM: INNOVATION IN ONLINE COMMUNITIES: TOWARDS COMMUNITY-CENTRIC DESIGN

user-  
centric

who individual users, 
contributor

goals specific tasks and  
task completion

needs efficiency, 
satisfaction, 
experience, 
searching

http://www.academia.edu/789531/Innovation_in_Online_Communities_Towards_Community-Centric_Design


User-centric v. Community-centric design

ADAPTED FROM: INNOVATION IN ONLINE COMMUNITIES: TOWARDS COMMUNITY-CENTRIC DESIGN

user-  
centric

who individual users, 
contributor

goals specific tasks and  
task completion

needs efficiency, 
satisfaction, 
experience, 
searching

community-  
centric

community members, 
networks, groups, 
collaborators
social exchange,  
co-creation, creativity in 
collaboration
community interaction,  
co-experience, privacy, 
social belonging

http://www.academia.edu/789531/Innovation_in_Online_Communities_Towards_Community-Centric_Design


COMMUNITY-
CENTRIC 
DESIGN

from user-centric design 

to

catalyst    mindset



In February 2009,  
my partners and I created 
New Kind.

NEWKIND.COM

http://newkind.com


To bring people together  
to share in the adventure  
of creating the future.



BusinessesTechnology 
Governments 
Social enterprises 
Universities

With 



+ Engaging 30,000 innovators on the  
Management Innovation eXchange (MIX) 

+ Developing team-wide collaboration habits  
with the IRS Design Office 

+ Launching a movement for making same-sex 
marriages legal in North Carolina



(Crafting a 2-day design festival)



into the unknown



METHODS



Anatomy  
OF A MOVEMENT

STORIES SYMBOLS

AIRWAVES



5 WHYS



WHAT IF?



BUNGEE JUMP



VISION-BASED 
ACTION



FAILURE IS 
A LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITY

a final word

catalyst    mindset



When was the last time you 
were uncomfortable?



CALL TO 
ADVENTURE?

Have you heard your



thank you.
+ In the Bubble: Designing in a 

Complex World by John Thackara 

+ Massive Change by Bruce Mau  

+ Humility Fuels Good Design 
Interview with Co:Lab’s Rich 
Hollant 

+ Moments of Impact: How to 
Design Strategic Conversations 
That Accelerate Change by  
Chris Ertel  and Lisa Kay Solomon  

+ The Practice of Adaptive 
Leadership: Tools and Tactics for 
Changing Your Organization and 
the World by Ronald A. Heifitz, 
Marty Linsky, and Alexander 
Glashow 

+ The Progress Principle: Using 
Small Wins to Ignite Joy, 
Engagement, and Creativity at 
Work by Teresa Amabile and 
Steven Kramer 

+ The Three Laws of Performance: 
Rewriting the Future of Your 
Organization and Your Life by 
Steve Zaffron and Dave Logan

Check out

@matthewmunoz


